Arizona buildings, unless the crows lighting on the fences of the irrigated
fields only to fly away.
Unspoiled native character insulted like this. Arizona character seems
to cry out for a space-loving architecture of its own. The straight line and
flat plane must come here—of all places—but they should become the
dotted line, the broad, low, extended plane textured because in all this
astounding desert there is not one hard undotted line to be seen. The
great nature-masonry we see rising from the great mesa floors is all the
noble architecture Arizona has to show at present and that is not archi-
tecture at all. But it is inspiration. A pattern of what appropriate Arizona
architecture might well be lies there hidden in the Sahuaro. The Sahuaro,
perfect example of reinforced building construction. Its interior vertical
rods hold it rigidly upright maintaining its great fluted columnar mass for
six centuries or more. A truer skyscraper than our functioneer has built.
And all these desert remarkable growths show scientific building econ-
omy in the patterns of their construction. The stalks especially teach any
architect or engineer who is modest and intelligent enough to apply for
lessons. In these desert constructions he may not only see the reinforcing-
rod scientifically employed as in the flesh of the sahuaro but he may see
the perfect lattice or the reed and welded tubular construction in the
stalk of the cholla, or staghorn, and see it too in the cellular build-up of
the water-barrel, Bignana. Even the flesh of the prickly pear is worth
studying for scientific structure. La most cacti Nature employs cell to cell
or continuous tubular or often plastic construction. By means of plasticity
Nature makes continuity everywhere strongly effective without having
to reduce the scheme to post and girder construction before she can figure
it out. She has this great advantage in this architectural adventure over
our very best engineers. Engineers are quite often as silly as architects.
Plasticity is the new problem now ready to be met in building construc-
tion. I have seen that experts can be 'wrong for more than fifty years'.
Yes, Desert is rock-bound-earth prostrate to the sun. All life there above
the crystal is tenacious sun-life. All life there dies a sun-death. Evidence
is everywhere. Sometimes ghastly.
Here in this wonderland an architect and his helpers are actually work-
ing away to build a simple camp, a camp we shall call it. A human inhabi-
tant of unmitigated wilderness of quotidian change—unchangeably
cbangrng Change. For our purpose we need fifteen cabins in all. Since all
will be temporary we will call them ephemera. And you will scxm see
them like a group of gigantic butterflies with scarlet wing spots, conform-
ing gracefully to the crovm of the outcropping of Hack splintered rock
gently uprising from the desert floor* This mound where Dr. Chandler
first took me. A human gaiety m the Desert is under way.
The box-board cabins themselves are to be connected by a low staggered
box-board wall with a horizontal zig-zag—(for the same reason Thomas
Jefferson worm-walled his brick). It will be self-supfwrtiuBg and complete
$	273	f.i.w.

